
Please stand by for Realtime Captions.   

 

Welcome to the HUD section 811 reform of the new integrated supportive housing opportunities 

conference call. My name is Derek and I will be your operator. At this time all participants are in a listen 

only mode. Later we will conduct a question and answer session. This conference is being recorded. I 

will now turn the call over to Patrick Wojahn, you may begin.   

 

Thank you and thank you for joining the call today. As Derek said this is a call on the HUD Section 811  

and an update on the reform. A new integrated supportive housing opportunities.  This call is being 

recorded and  will be available on the website after the call as well as a transcript.  For those of you I 

have not yet  met in person or by teleconference,  I am Patrick and I have been here  for about a year 

working on a variety  of  different policy issues. I want  to note a  couple of things. This call is part  of a 

series of technical assistance  events that we are conducting in  construction with the grant of five  

organizations from the  center from the HUD services. This  grant was given to  the national Association 

and the  statement of health program Directors.  It is  subcontracted with us to provide  opportunities 

for technical assistance  and training. I want to  thank the center for the funds  to do this. I'm  pleased to 

say we  have a great turnout from the protection  and advocacy network for this call  as well as from a  

variety of organizations including  the US  Department of Justice. With that  I will introduce our  

speakers. We have two speakers who  work with the  technical assistance collaborative.  TAC  is a 

national nonprofit organization  that advances proven solutions to  the housing -- founded in 1992 the  

core mission focuses at the  intersection of affordable housing,  health care and  human services 

development. TAC  works with the collaborative consulting  model which deploys teams of national  

experts with the wealth of experience  in finding solutions to complex  social and  public  policy 

challenges. Lisa  is a senior associate at TAC  and his work with federal and state  and local governments 

and nonprofit  agencies to address the housing  needs of people with disabilities.  She has worked with 

the states of  Pennsylvania  and Louisiana. Gina is an associate  in the TAC housing  group and the  

liaison. She has 10 years experience  helping nonprofit agencies  to navigate through regulations  to 

access resources for supportive  housing for the vulnerable populations.  She serves as the national 

policy  researcher  and public liaison. I will turn  it over to Lisa  to get started.   

 

Thank you for joining us this  afternoon. My name is Gina  Schaak and I'm also with my  colleague Lisa 

Sloan. We  are  from TAC. I wanted to thank Patrick  in the disability rights network  to invite us  to talk 

about the exciting and  new reforms made through the HUD  section 811 program for people with  

disabilities that will take effect  this calendar year. The webinar  will last roughly 90 minutes of  which I 

will present on the changes  to the 811 program for  about an hour and then we will have  time for  

questions and answers for  about  30  minutes.   

 



To go through this webinar today,  I'm going to discuss the reforms  and  the new opportunities at the 

section  811 program that were  made through legislation that was  signed into law in January 2010.  The 

legislation tells the  supporting  housing  investment  act. We will spend the most part  of today of this 

webinar going into  more detail around  a new option the section 811 program  offers which is  the 

project rental assistance option  or the PRA option. We will  focus and  talk about how and what the  

roles of the state housing finance  agencies and state Health and Human  Services and  Medicaid 

agencies are and how folks  can advocate locally to bring these  new housing resources into there  own  

communities and states.   

 

On that note we'll talk about  why this matters to the states.  The new  section 811 program will help 

states  create a lot  more affordable housing and  that housing will not just be affordable,  it  will be 

integrated and per minute  for people with disabilities. The  Melville act can help states meet  challenges 

they are facing today  around  compliance with Homestead, moving  away from extremely expensive 

and  unnecessary institutional  care  and the problem growing on the federal  and state level, budget 

cuts to  a  lot  of programs. Through the department  of housing and urban development,  the 811 

program creates housing  for non- elderly persons with disabilities  who are low and  extremely low 

income. The  project must also meet support services  which are voluntary available to  tenants. These  

services are available to the participants  or the tenants but it is  at there choice. They can  opt out if 

they wanted to. It's  important to  keep in  mind the section 811 program isn't  just an affordable 

housing program  but a supportive housing program  with the availability of voluntary  services. Folks 

that are eligible  for  the  program must be a household in the  household must have at least one  adult 

between the ages of 18 and  62 years of age, which  is  considered non- elderly, who have  a disability 

and can benefit from  voluntary services. The household  must meet  individual income requirements.  

Depending  on the approach or the type of funding  you are applying to  the 811 program, there are 

different  income eligibility requirements  but we will  spell  those out.   

 

To give folks a little background  on why the section 811  needed to be reformed and why the  changes 

were  needing  to happen, there's a number of reasons  Congress decided to  make the changes. The 

older  program was created to the 202 program  which is a housing program for people  who are elderly. 

Affordable housing  supportive for people who are  elderly. The old  811 program is almost  30 years old 

and it was focused  on  creating single-purpose sites. Group  homes and independent living apartments.  

For the past almost 30 years that  is all  the 11 created. Nonprofits with  the  only eligible applicants. 

There  were service agreements that had  to be signed but they were signed  off and have little 

connection  to over all statewide disability  policy in each of the states  let alone any connection to 

federal  policy around disability.  Also  the old program had an arduous and  complicated  application 

process. On average,  it took about four to five years  from construction to occupancy for  these  new 

811 units. It  was a long time. The program  was extremely expensive. When I  say expensive, I mean all 

the money  that went into  creating the unit and sustaining  the operating costs all came  out of the 811 

money. There's really  no other leveraging of  HUD or federal local development  or capital dollars to put 



into the  project here it it created not a  lot of units and it was  really expensive per unit. Because  all 

these reasons, the program over  the years was  starting to see less  and less nonprofits applying for  the 

811, therefore there were less  units coming  online.  The OMB scored the 811 program and  the scoring 

over the years was becoming  lower and  lower which ultimately would be  to lower appropriations. And 

that  since the program would have eventually  dwindled off  board died if the  reforms were  not being 

made. That's a little  bit  of the background. Now we are where  to put the  program  really does. The 

actual legislation  was  signed into law January 2010 and  it was  extremely bipartisan, it passed  during a 

congressional session and  it was  really exciting that it passed and  went through and was signed with  a 

lot  of bipartisan support. We still  see the bipartisan support when  it comes to the appropriations  and  

the budget. The Melville act  or the reformed Section 811 program  represents a modernized approach  

to disability policy by emphasizing  integrated in supportive housing  models, which is a lot different  

than the old program. It creates  incentives  to  rental subsidies. It is taking away  from the program  

being  so expensive. The next slide outlines  the three options that are allowed  in  the Melville act or 

allowed in  the 811 legislation. I will go through  them and then we will talk about  them in more detail. 

The  Melville act  allows three options to create permits.  The  first approach is the old way  of doing 

business. A capital advance  and project rental assistance contract  which is the way the old  811 

program worked. Trading group  homes and  independent living apartments and  it is how the old 

program worked.  The next two  options are the two options that  are going  to focus on integrated  

supportive housing for people with  disabilities in communities  across the country. Let's  go into the 

second option, it also  allows for  capital acquisition rehab to  build the good and the project rental  

assistance contract which would  be the subsidy for  the operations. Option  two allows  folks to put up 

to 25% of units  in a  larger multifamily building for  people with disabilities. No  more than 25% of the 

units are set  aside for people with disabilities.  It is in integrating a small  portion of the building and 

setting  aside those units. Again, the 25%  is a cap. It is the maximum amount  of units you can set aside 

for people  with disabilities but you can  obviously be less. If you have a  building with 100 units and you  

want to set aside 10, that's fine.  The third option  is  the option that we will spend the  remainder of the 

webinar talking  about today. It  is called the PRA assistance for  the project  rental  assistance option. It 

is brand-new.  It was never in the Section  811 program before. It's the only  option available to create 

Section  811 units in 2012 for appropriations  language. That's why were only going  to focus on the  new  

option today.   

 

With that being said, the  next slide shows some of  the  2012  appropriations language. The total  

appropriations for this project  is fiscally is  $165 million. The appropriations  include money for 

renewals and  amendments for  existing  PRAC contracts.   

 

Pardon me, this is the conference  operator.  And.   

 

[Operator removed me from the  line to take my information].   



 

Some of  the goals and features, one of the  most important aspects of the PRA  approach is between 

the eligible  applicant which is the state housing  finance agency and the state Health  and Human 

Services and Medicaid  agency. It's  a new partnership that hasn't had  to happen in the past formally.  

Now it  is in statute. The PRA funds will  be directly awarded to  HUD financing agencies. There is  no 

capital funding associated with  the PRA option. The PRA option  only provides funds for rental 

assistance  so that operating subsidy attached  to the units or eligible participants,  there are no capital 

funds attached  to the PRA option. Housing finance  agencies will have to define other  capital for other 

resources so  they  find units were they are already  developing units where they  would use capital from 

the low  income housing tax credit program,  home funds,  state bond financing or whatever  other 

capital funds they are using  to build the building. It will  be a  partnership so the capital will  come from 

other funding and  the PRA option to act as operating  costs for the units will  subsidize those units so 

folks who  are extremely low income  can afford them at 30% of  there  annual income.   

 

In order to ensure  truly integrated units, the 811  statute requires no more than 25%  of the total units 

in the building  our designated for  people with disabilities.  This is the same requirement, the  25% max 

is the same requirement  of the multifamily one but again  it is the maximum for the units  you are 

putting PRA funding  into  as well. Again,  25% is the maximum. You can obviously  do less  but never 

more. For example, the  100 unit building is capital funded  through low income housing tax credit  

financed by the state housing finance  agency. Only 25% of those units  will be able to receive the PRA  

funding or will act as operating  subsidy  for those units.   

 

A little bit about how the PRA  option  will work. Once the  notice of funding is  available for release, we  

will talk about time a quick end,  the housing finance agencies will  have to do right but  they to HUD 

here it housing  finance agencies will identify new  or existing units eligible for PRA  funding and they 

must also agree  to sign a 30-year user restriction  for the units. Once they get awarded  the funding and 

putting those units,  there is  a 30-year  restriction. There will be an initial  five-year allocation of funding  

with a  run  your renewal. -- a one-year renewal.  There's also a new partnership that  needs to be 

established  with the PRA. The statute requires  state housing finance agencies and  Health  and Human 

Services and Medicaid  agencies have a written agreement  that underlines the infrastructure  of how 

the PRA units and the partnership  between the  agencies will operate.  At the minimum, the  

partnership agreement between the  agencies must include an identified  target population, and 

outreach  and referral process and plan and  how  and what services will be made available  to the 

tenants on a voluntary basis.  It's also important to make this  PRA  option really worked for the parties  

involved so housing finance agencies  and Health and Human Services agencies  are going to have to 

hammer  out an agreement that folks understand  that it's going  to be the outline  of the program 

design  and talk about how the  people are going to be served and  how you're not going to have to  get 

units and how the outreach marketing  and referral service, the agreement  should be a  way of 



structuring the PRA or the  811 program  for those units. Some examples  of eligible populations, the ID  

of the  program, if you look at the  amount of money or appropriations  for the Section 811, it's rather  

small money when you look at the  whole scheme of  things. The  idea of the program is to  use a small 

amount of money and  resources to target people who have  the most significant long-term  disabilities. 

This slide shows some  of the examples for folks to come  into community-based services and  partner 

with  the PRA units. People eligible for  Medicaid have long-term community-based  support services 

and can live in  the community but the affordable  housing piece might not be there.  This is where you 

would use  the PRA  money to  combine the services. It really  connects the two. It makes the housing  

affordable and they have  long-term support  services. The opportunities  and the things that need to 

start  happening now are were waiting for  the NOFA  to come out, in some places folks  are  talking  

about this. There  are ways Abacus and states can start  preparing for  the 811  NOFA. As advocates, you  

want to advocate on the changes  and get  the word out. In the cases where  the old 811  program was 

negative, you want to  make folks understand the changes  and how the changes are  going to work and 

how they are going  to promote good  policy  around disability work. Some states  are already convening 

811 and  PRA working groups to put them in  a good position to apply for the  PRA funds once the NOFA 

is released.  I think  it's an important -- how  the  811 program  reforms are relative to state  initiatives, 

around Homestead and  reducing reliance on segregated  settings. There are a lot of things  and policy 

points that you  can pull out and  sell to your state housing finance  agency and Health and Human 

Services  agencies to get them on board to  get them ready to start thinking  about  this  new money.   

 

Last fall, the center for Medicaid  and Medicare services awarded  six state real choice grants. The  real 

choice grant an  application process initiative was  used to help states developing sustainable  

partnerships with housing finance  agencies that would result in long-term  strategies through 

permanent affordable  rental housing for people with disabilities  receiving  Medicaid and community 

support services.  This slide shows the list  of the states that were a war did  this  money last year and 

working on creating  the infrastructure  for doing that. All six of the state  awarded have money in  the 

change grant  to include for the planning of the  Section 811 reform around  the PRA option.   

 

The next slide  is a timeline of what we  think is happening and is folks  know with  any federal program, 

the timeline  moves. This is the most  recent. We are  hoping the NOFA will be  released  in  early 2012. 

Obviously, the sooner  better. Folks interested should  be on the  lookout for that. The second  thing, 

how does in the  process of developing the notice  of proposed rulemaking  or the NDRN which will be 

under  draft regulation  for the program.  I think that is expected to be released  later this winter or early 

spring  of this year. Depending on how  the release goes through clearance,  there's generally a 60 day 

comment  period. The final world is expected  to be published in early summer  or fall of this year.  

Essentially, the NOFA will probably  come out  before the regulation. That is why  the NOFA is going to  

be so important. Maybe you have  questions we won't be able  to answer today because it will  be laid 

out in the NOFA and  ultimately  the regulations.   



 

Here are  some additional resources.  The first website  is a link  to  a website that TAC launched to 

provide  information on the new 811 program  and resources to expand integrated  supports in housing 

approaches for  people with disabilities. The focus  of the website right now is  explaining what the new  

811 options are, talking about the  PRA option, how it's different and  how to position folks to advocate  

to their state  housing finance agencies, state  health and human service agencies  to form that 

partnership and start  talking  about that agreement. There is also  a link on the website that you  can 

sign-up  for  our listserv. If you're interested,  I would suggest you go to our website  and sign up. The 

second resource  is just the TAC website  which also has more updates around  the policy and what is  

happening around appropriations.  The third is the HUD website on  the new Section 811 program if you  

want more references. That  is it for the slides, Lisa, I don't  know if you have  anything to add before  we 

start questions.   

 

 Not me.   

 

Okay, we're ready for questions  and answers.   

 

If you have a question, press  star one on your touch tone phone.  If you wish to be removed, press  the 

pound sign or  the hash key. If you are using  a speakerphone you may need to pick  up the handset 

before pressing the  numbers.   

 

I will  start by asking Gina  Schaak or  Lisa, -- by  asking  Gina  or Lisa -- it seems like  a complicated  

process for advocates to become  involved with, and maybe  just talk about about who might  be  the 

appropriate person in their  state housing agency to  get involved with as the  NOFA  is released.   

 

I think you approach depends  on the relationships you already  have in the state, who you  are working 

with,  and maybe are not working with any  of the entities, but the applicant,  once the NOFA comes out, 

the eligible  applicant will be the housing agency  and in most states that will  be the housing finance 

agency. In  some states, the tax credit program  is managed by the Department of  community affairs 

with the department  of housing development and that  may  be the applicant. If you have a  

relationship with  the housing agency, they would be  a  place to start. I'm  thinking about a state we 

have  been talking with. We have to see  what the NOFA looks like but in  many states on the housing 

site,  the housing agencies are divided  into people who  work on the section eight program  and people 

who work on the housing  development side on the tax credit  or with  the home program and that even  



may be divided up a little bit.  Even though the money Gina described  as going to be available this year  

is rental assistance money and in  the  end it will be probably administered  by a part of the agency that 

administers  section am eight. Part of agency  that's going to be thinking about  this is the development 

side.  The  reason for that is the way  the Melville act  thinks about the PRA option is the  idea is to latch 

onto  an existing pipeline. The home program  in many of your states, the tax  credit program for  

ensuring your states, they are already  pumping  out rental housing. The idea  is to try to grab some of 

the units  in the pipeline, was that have been  developed were developed in the  future and get some of 

those developers  to agree to set  aside some units for people with  disabilities using the PRA funds  to 

make it affordable. It is the  development side of the housing  agency that's going to  be the applicant. 

Many of you  probably won't have  that, but you do have relationships  with your human service agency 

or  your Medicaid agency. Those agencies  cannot be the applicant but as Gina  described, they are 

critical partners  because the state housing agency  can't apply without a written agreement  with those 

agencies.  Many  of those Medicaid agencies already  know about  this program  because CMS has 

offered to its network  to  the   

     MFP directors and have done the  webinar similar to this so people  are aware of  the 811 program. 

The MFP directors  and the housing directors  in the program. Some cases,  the Medicaid director, they 

will  already be familiar with this and  have some orientation. They would  be a great person to  talk too. 

They may have already  talk to your housing finance agency  or waiting  to do that. If you know any of 

those  people, I  would start there.   

 

Let's go to  the next  question.  Do people know how to raise their  hand  and ask questions?   

 

If you have a question, press  star  one.   

 

If there are no questions, I'd  be curious  how many people plan  to pursue this.   

 

We have a question from Rebecca,  please go  ahead.   

 

I was just wondering how we could  copy  of  the PowerPoint?   

 

The PowerPoint and the audio  will be available on  the NDRN website. I  think it takes about a week  or 

so.   

 



Rebecca, where are  you  from?   

 

Kentucky.   

 

I know your housing finance agency  runs a big shelter  plus care program which is a program  that 

specifically serves homeless  people with disabilities. They have  a little orientation in  this direction.   

 

They do. They are working on  that. I think the focus  has been on finding supportive housing  for people 

who are kind of stuck  in the  group  home situation. The way they have  been handling the homeless, 

they  don't qualify because  they're not homeless.   

 

Right, but they would be a good  fit to the  extent that the the way to support  works in Kentucky is 

some of those  supports could follow somebody out  of a group home, that  would be a nice match for 

the 811  program.   

 

We are hoping  so.   

 

I will keep my fingers  crossed for you.   

 

I just want to say, I'm not sure  people  have this perspective. I want to  reiterate some of the  things 

Gina said but put  a perspective on it. There's going  to be  a lot of units,  about 2500.  This is money to 

be had. This will  be competitive. If you get out there  you stand a decent chance for getting  money 

former state. This is not  one of the situations where it is  predetermined and the right of that  grant for  

no reason. You have a decent  shot at this. When the NOFA  comes out, get the parties together  and get 

some agreement signed because  it is a fair  amount of money. A lot of the HUD  programs this  year had 

cutbacks. HUD and CMS are  really  behind this program and Congress,  there is money for this  and 

there  was money for one of the program  in  HUD, meaning units.  In my  experience with HUD, Gina  an 

I are more housing people, with  a programs, if you get in on the  ground floor, you stand to make  out 

pretty  well.   

 

The next question comes from  Susan, go  ahead.   



 

 Thank you. [Indiscernible]   

 

 I don't think -- with this money  I'm not sure they will be able to  be rented to somebody -- I  shouldn't 

say that, we will have  to wait and see what the rules are.  As long as 811 is paying  for the unit, 811 can't 

pay for  unit who is not occupied  by somebody who meets the disability  criteria and age criteria  and 

income criteria. If a unit  can't be filled, I  am guessing they could fill it was  somebody who didn't have a 

disability  after whatever period of time but  they wouldn't get the rental  assistance. They won't be able 

to  pay the rental assistance amount  or brought down. There's probably  a pretty big incentive to make  

it  work somehow.   

 

 I agree, Lisa. I think that goes  back to  the partnership  agreement, it will start with the  housing finance 

agency and the Health  and Human Services and Medicaid  agency in each state.  Then they will have 

their folks  that are going  to come in and property management  companies  running  the building, it 

has  to talk about how there won't be  vacancies and if there is  how they're going to fill the units  to 

make the money and  the program work.   

 

In North Carolina right now,  we have  a similar program. The agreement  is if it's not ready to a disabled  

person within 30 days, the landlord  can bring it to someone else and  we find that time to  be too short 

so we advocated recently  for a longer time but  the  landlords objected.   

 

One of the slight Gina talked  about was the regulations that will  be coming out. I think this is the  kind 

of thing that  might be addressed or if  it isn't addressed, you might want  to addressed because HUD 

maybe the  thing certain things up  to the local HFAs and comments on  your experience would  be really 

important. The other thing  I would say if some of you are going  to be  negotiating these agreements, 

and  maybe Susan you can comment if  this is the case in North Carolina,  in my experience sometimes  

there are currently  in many states HFAs have some sort  of set aside  program.  There are programs -- 

one of the  problems is there  is no mechanism for the human services  side of  things  to say when a 

developer proposes  a development, the HFA decides if  it is a good development or not  and there's no 

way for the human  service agency to  weigh in on whether or not that  development is in a location  or 

the unit sizes or something  about that development works  for the population. I think one  of the things 

to think about if  you're advocating for this  agreement is human services should  have an opportunity to 

weigh in  on those decisions  on what gets funded to begin with.  Otherwise agencies have to say thank  

you very much for units  they can't fill and then they can't  fill the units and the housing agency  gets 

mad when they never really  get the human service agency a  chance to say that we have consumers  



willing to live there or we  don't have anybody there and it's  not  a good location in which case they  

shouldn't get 811 funding. Does  that  make sense?   

 

That's great advice,  thanks.   

 

The next question  comes from Julia.   

 

I had my question answered, thank  you.   

 

The next question  comes from Beth.   

 

 I'm from the PNA in Oregon. I see  our states received  some 811 funding so far, I was wondering  if 

anyone had any  contacts I could use the save myself  the time to figuring out who it  was here  it.   

 

You got the real choice is money.  We will get you the contact person.   

 

Would it be possible to use the  list of participants  in this webinar  to send out notice when the  NOFA 

comes out?   

 

We be happy to add everybody  to our listserv, but if we say that  we need to know that somebody 

doesn't  want to be  on the  listserv.  Thank  you.   

 

This is Eric from the national  disability rights  network, I wanted to ask a question.  It seems with the tie 

in the  Money follows the person, if you  have a state going  through a -- process right now,  right now 

I'm  thinking of Illinois, this seems  like a prime opportunity to  link your institutional work with  the 

creation of housing and the  Money  follows the person so there is actual  community housing when 

they move  out of  the institution, is that a fair  linkage?   

 

I think it's  perfect.   



 

 This  is  Gene from NDRN, who will be the  likely owners of this housing, will  it be agencies  providing 

support services? Will  the  be independent landlords? Do you  have any thoughts about  that?   

 

They are less likely to  be service providers. The  traditional app bookings and agencies  that have 

applied, especially in  the last period of  time and secured 811 tend to be  what we think of as providers 

and  vendors and are also the people  that do the services. That is less  likely to be the case this  time 

around although they are not  prohibited from applying  for  this money. The PRA money which  is only 

available this year, which  will be confusing a little bit  for providers,  only HFAs or state housing agencies  

will be able to apply and they will  get that money to agencies that  tend to use their home and  tax 

credit money and those tend  to be  community development corporations,  they tend to  be for-profit 

developers. There  may be some providers who see this  as the opportunity to shift their  mission  a little 

bit and willing to try  a larger size development  in which consumers are only  25% or less of the 

population, but  they would have to be willing to  extend their option to do  general affordable housing. 

I don't  think that's going to happen for  the most part. I think most of  these would be  affordable 

housing  developers and those  are some  --   

 

Thank you.   

 

Along with that, depending on  what state  you are  in and with the environment has  been around 

housing development  and what kind of program states  have provided, this is going to  be a  big surprise 

for some of them and  they are going to need some  education and orientation. You may  see some 

traditional feels about  serving this population and it would  be a good idea to  anticipate some of that. 

Some states,  the housing finance agency has done  a fair amount of set  aside  work already. I know in 

Massachusetts,  they do a ton of reasonable  accommodation training. That changes  the atmosphere a 

little bit if you're  you are in a state where that hasn't  been  done  that much. Education is going  to be 

critical. They won't really  know what they got into until they  are faced with it and then they  will panic 

and  need  some help.   

 

This is Eric, that sounds like  a perfect way  for the PNAs to get involved and  make connections and 

make sure  they are knowledgeable and have  them as a resource for help  around  these things.   

 

This is Patrick, I think that  the connections the PNAs have with  social service organizations  with the 

local agencies as well  as the nonprofits that work with  people with disabilities  and their communities, I 



agree that  is an opportunity for the PNAs to  have a role  and connect them and make sure the  social 

service agencies  have an active role  in making sure these units are available  to  people with disabilities.   

 

It's also a good way to partner  up with other advocacy  groups, your local chapter of --  to make sure 

you are all speaking  with  the same voice and making sure everybody  is knowledgeable on this  and 

moving forward and make sure  everybody is at the table saying  this is why  we need it.   

 

This is Jane, you may have already  said  this, but is there any characteristics  of the type of units at this 

money  can be used for? Can it range  from large apartment  houses  to a duplex?   

 

I don't think we will know for  sure without the NOFA first, but  there is nothing in the statute  that 

prohibits  it  so far.   

 

You can't have obviously more  than 25% of the units set aside  for  people with disabilities with  the PRA 

option.   

 

What looks like there is no prohibition,  there's also no  prohibition  or restrictions. That is one reason  it  

is important. You don't want to  end up a lot of with  an accessible housing. That stuff  needs to be 

articulated weather  it's in that  agreement or not. It has got to  be talked about what the HFA  will be 

handing the  agencies  units they think are great  but not what is  needed.  We have another question 

from  Beth, go ahead.   

 

The issue of duplexes was just  raised. We have a focus on a large  number of people who are in  

institutions right now you're unable  to get out because they are  hard to place. They of issues that  

make it hard for them to live  with other people and the word duplex  get used a lot. This  would  be 

ideal. What I understood from  an earlier presentation, the money  currently available couldn't be  used 

for that  because a duplex would be at least  50%.  I was hoping that could be part  of a larger 

community or could it  be used for  something  like this?   

 

It  depends on how HUD  defines certain things. Theoretically  you could have the development.  You 

could get  somebody to develop scattered Satcon  does better under one. You could  apply for tax 

credits  for 40 units. Each unit is  a condominium unit  in different towns.  But if he talked to a developer  

they're going to tell you it is  prohibitive and expensive because  each of those is a  separate closing. A 



four unit apartment  complex is one closing.  41  bedroom condos  is 41 closings. To accomplish  that  

you  would probably -- you have some  were agencies that have might access  to other forms of subsidy 

that could  make  a  deal work.   

 

I will check with  them.   

 

 The other thing, I don't know if  you have access  to mobile vouchers or if you want  to  think about that. 

In some  ways  mobile vouchers are  a good  way --   

 

I haven't heard of mobile vouchers.   

 

If you want to call Gina or myself  separately, we can talk to you about  that.   

 

Thank  you.  I  show no questions.   

 

Patrick before you close, could  I just say that  one  of the slides has ever new resource  center  on 

supportive housing. There are  case studies out  there  that are specifically designed to  help housing 

finance agencies  think about this. I don't think  anybody expects you to become a  housing development 

expert and  sometimes communicating with the  housing development people at these  agencies can be 

very complicated  and we encourage you to point them  in the direction of the NOFA or  other partners 

locally. I  think our website can potentially  help with communication and give  some examples. Gina, do 

you have  anything  to add?   

 

No, I think it's a good summary,  but it's a lot of information  in an  hour.   

 

Thank you very much Lisa and  Gina. This  was very informative and it is  a complicated issue. What I  

thought we might do is  we can e-mail the PowerPoint out  to the people that registered  for the call so 

that when you will  have it and you can get a copy of  it this afternoon and as I mentioned  before,  the 

entire audio together with the  PowerPoint will be archived on the  NDRN website probably  within a 

week. Once that gets set  up an archived, I can't e-mail everybody  who  registered as well so if there are  



things you  want to review, you can listen  to  it again. I don't know if your contact  information was  on 

the PowerPoint or if we  have it elsewhere.   

 

Gene can send you  her contact information.   

 

I will include that  with the PowerPoint.   

 

Thank you very  much for participating. We  will be having more of these webinars  within the next 

couple of months  so keep an eye  on your e-mail for further information  about additional webinars.   

 

We will  stay in touch with  TAC and with the NOFA comes out  we look  at it here at NDRN and share it  

with the protection and advocacy  agencies to make sure their  comments  and issues, especially with 

issues  that arise that would be very good  in pointing out as you respond to  the regulation so we will 

make sure  that  gets around and use this as a resource  to move forward and make sure this  is as 

effective as  it can  be.   

 

Okay, thanks  everyone. [Event  Concluded]   


